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Abstract—Intersection-topology descriptions can help to im-
prove traffic flow, but currently require significant manual cre-
ation effort. This paper describes ongoing work on a combination
of algorithms to extract the drive lines across intersections from
images and point clouds, captured by a ground-based vehicle.
The extraction is based on paint striping and edge-of-road line
features, which are clustered in subsequent stages into lane
separators for all legs of the intersection. The GEO recall with
paint striping is 0.29, and significantly contributes to successfully
inferring the junction. However, this score decreases when edge-
of-road features are added which is counter-intuitive. We indicate
ways to combat this problem and further improve our results.

Keywords—machine vision; terrain mapping; road transporta-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of traffic and its infrastructure has gained signif-
icant attention in recent years, due to the growth in research
on Smart City projects and corresponding themes. For these
areas, there has been an continuously increasing focus on a
better design of traffic intersections, to improve road safety on
those intersections and its users, decrease of travel time and
reduction of fuel consumption and related fuel emissions. To
this end, new intersection designs have been compared to the
current intersection layout using simulations [1]. At the same
time, the advent of self-driving cars enforces many manufac-
turers to increasingly exploit knowledge of the environment to
increase the reliability of their algorithms, i.e. , sensor-as-a-
map [2]. The map data for these applications should include
the location of drive lines, to identify signalling that indicates
whether changing lanes is acceptable, capture indicated speed
limits, etc.

This paper concentrates on generating the drive lines from
street-view imagery and point clouds, in order to make accu-
rate descriptions of traffic intersections. We aim at the intended
drive lines of the intersection as we are interested in the topol-
ogy. An example of the input data and drive lines is depicted
in Figure 1. The use of drive lines has not been covered
yet in most of existing literature, because many publications
study modeling of highways, which are mostly straight and
often have paint striping (i.e. , lane markings) separating all
lanes and the normal lanes from the emergency lane (i.e.
, the shoulder). In contrast, we are generally interested in
intersections and their plurality of appearances, up to junctions
where paint striping may be absent.

For street-view imagery, some research work [3][4] de-
scribes methods to generate intersection layouts, which exploit

Figure 1: Colored point cloud data with drive lines (pink) and
image recordings (gray circles).

vehicle detections and their trajectories. For autonomous ve-
hicles, it is considered that such data is available in any case.
However, capturing systems specialized for mapping typically
have low frame rates and high resolutions, and which do
not capture data during non-driving situations to reduce the
amount of storage required. The absence of capturing in such
situations makes tracking objects and trajectory generation
much more difficult and the intersection-layout inference more
error-prone.

Other methods detect the paint striping, etc. [5] or the
driving lines directly. LaneNet [5] and Gen-LaneNet [6] are
proposed networks specialized to detect lanes from images
and project them into 3D. These methods do not suggest how
to combine the lines across images. Similarly, LaneGraph-
Net [7] estimates drive lines and directions from the birds-
eye view, but does not show yet how to combine the tiles or
paint striping. Although Máttyus et al. [8] use aerial images
and OpenStreetMap as the primary sources for extracting
lanes, they propose to construct a Markov Random Field but
agree that special considerations are needed for intersections.
Zhou et al. [9] propose to construct a semantic map and
simulate driver behavior using a particle filter to extract drive
lines. Initially, this appeared to be overly complex, since it
would seem drive lines would follow logical rules based on
the geometry of the lane separators, etc.

This paper and its focus on drive lines reports on ongoing re-
search towards an algorithm to generate the intersection layout
automatically with intended drive lines. For the algorithm de-
velopment, data is analyzed from street-view recordings. The
proposed research bases the derivation of the drive lines on
paint striping and edge-of-road features and investigates their
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Figure 2: Pipeline flow and intermediate results at several steps in the proposed pipeline.

fusion by manual tuning of the clustering algorithms. This
approach should lead to the automated generation of junction
topologies, and make those available for traffic guidance and
safety control. Thereby, this paper contributes in two ways: (1)
an algorithm for automated generation of junction topologies;
(2) analysis of the topology detection performance and ways
for improving the algorithm in a follow-up development.

This paper is divided as follows. Section II is split into Sec-
tion II-A, describing the properties of the data and Section II-B
proposing a novel drive-line estimation algorithm. The exper-
iments with these methods are described in Section III and
visual and numerical results are provided. Section IV presents
conclusions.

II. METHOD

A. Input Data

For the automated generation of junctions, we consider the
input system, i.e. , the capturing, the image processing and the
initial vision processing, as a given.

1) Recordings: The data are captured using a vehicle which
is equipped with an omni-directional camera-system using
five video cameras, a LiDAR scanner for point clouds and
GPS receiver. The capture occurs during the daytime and with
relatively good weather. The sensors have been calibrated with
respect to each other, such that we can compute the world
position for most pixels in the image with high accuracy. The
input data comprises vehicle poses, RGB images and point
clouds acquired with the LiDAR scanner. An example of a
colored point cloud is shown in Figure 1.

2) Front-end Vision: The segmentation is performed by a
standard U-Net [10] on the RGB images. Each paint-striping
line is projected into the 3D world using the point clouds,
e.g. , where the horizontal world coordinates are Universal
Transverse Mercator coordinates and the third dimension is
ellipsoidal height. The result of this step is a list of small 3D
line objects. Note that the paint striping intentionally outputs
short lines, instead of doing a best guess per image which
may yield longer lines and be more consistent. In this way,
false positives and true positives are less likely to be merged
in a single line and later stages can make decisions per line
segment without breaking up these paint-striping lines back
into smaller segments. In contrast to paint striping, edge-
of-road lines are extracted from polygons with road-surface

types [11]. In contrast to [11], we have used an image-
segmentation pipeline based on Mask R-CNN [12] with a
similar pipeline architecture as the paint-striping pipeline.

B. Proposed Intersection-Inference Algorithm

The proposed intersection-inference algorithm uses the 3D
(line) detections of the paint striping and the edge-of-road. The
flow of the data is outlined in Figure 2. Note that we did not
yet include estimating drive lines across the intersection, since
the most common approach using splines [13] is considered
of low importance. The following sub-sections will describe
the listed algorithmic steps.

1) Per-feature lane-separator clustering: We start with
greedy line clustering with the purpose to reduce the amount
of lines for the next step. The only features are the distance
between the start- and end-points and the angle between the
lines.

Highest-Confidence First (HCF) clustering is the main clus-
tering step to both classify all (combined) lines as false or true
positive and to determine which lines belong together. This
has been applied earlier in multiple object tracking [14]. In
this case, given a set of lines T = {T0, T1, T2, ...}, we aim at
iteratively merging the pair of lines Ti, Tj into the line Ti∪Tj ,
which reduces an energy function E, specified by

∆E(i,j) = E (Ti, Tj |T )− E (Ti ∪ Tj |T ) , (1)

where ∆E(i,j) can be interpreted as a negative log-likelihood
and ∆E(i,j) < 0 means the merged line is be more likely than
two individual lines. Similar to the tracking application [14],
we define separate energy functions for individual features,
including the distance, the difference in orientation between
two lines, distance between the extrapolated lines, etc.

Another similarity is the energy difference, which can be
combined with an energy function, describing the likelihood
whether a line is a false positive. Cues to determine the validity
of a line include the length, the variance in orientations and
the existence of almost parallel lines at approximately the lane
width (about 3 meters).

To speed-up the execution of the algorithm, we sub-divide
the problem in a spatial hierarchical fashion, cache results
∆E(i,j), merge batches of lines with similar confidence, and
use an R-tree to search for lines.
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Input: I = {p1, p2, p3, ...}
Result: I ′

1 I ′′ ← I ′ ← I;
2 do

/* Select point to remove */
3 p′ = argminp∈I′ A(I ′ − {p}));
4 I ′ ← I ′′ ;
5 I ′′ ← I ′ − {p′} ;

/* Hull decreases significantly? */
6 while A(I ′) < λA(I ′′);

Figure 3: Algorithm to determine the conflict area

2) Combined clustering: During this step, the clustering as
described in Section II-B1 is executed on the combined lane
separators, albeit with different parameter settings.

3) Approach fitting: At this point, we have a large set of
lane separators which are slightly clustered. The goal of this
step is to find which approaching roads towards the inter-
section exist (approaches). In addition, we need to determine
which lane separators belong to the same approach.

For this fitting, we opt for a RanSaC algorithm [15]. For
each iteration, the algorithm randomly selects a (pivot) line.
With the selection of all lines on one initial side of the
intersection with approximately the same orientation as the
pivot line, the approach is fit by projecting all lane separators
onto the normal of the pivot line. These lane separators are
clustered based on the 1D distance over the line. The clusters
that do not lead to sufficiently long lines, are considered
false positives for the purpose of the approach fitting. The
same method is reused for to find new approaches with the
remaining lines until we cannot fit anymore approaches.

To assess the fitting quality between iterations of the al-
gorithm, we compare the length of the lines classified as
true and false positives. Moreover, we involve the number of
approaches in the comparison, where the a-priori most likely
number is 4 and a penalty is given to diverting numbers.

4) Approach-based clustering: Since an estimate of the
approach is now available, we can more reliably cluster lane
separators, that are distant and could not be merged earlier.
This merging is achieved by executing the HCF clustering
once again, albeit with different parameter settings.

5) Conflict-area estimation: The conflict area is defined as
the area in which the connecting lanes intersect. An initial
estimate of the conflict area can be found as the convex
hull around the intersection points of the lane separators
from different approaches. This initial estimate of the conflict
area leads to the creation of outliers. Using the algorithm in
Figure 3, this estimate is improved by comparing the convex-
hull surface area A(I) of a set of intersection points I over
consecutive iterations.

6) Drive-line extraction: The drive lines are lines fitted
between the lane separators, as illustrated in the right-hand
part of Figure 2.

TABLE I: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON TO REPORTED
RESULTS OF OTHER METHODS.

GEO Topology Accuracy [3]
recall precision

Overall w/o edge-of-road 0.29 0.69 n.a.
Overall with edge-of-road 0.11 0.34 n.a.
He and Balakrishnan [13] 0.821 0.835 n.a.

Zhou et al. [9] n.a. n.a. 0.8
Geiger et al. [3] n.a. n.a. 0.92
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Figure 4: Edge-of-road example for the same intersection as
depicted in Figure 2, showing high amount of incorrect edges.

III. EXPERIMENTS

As already mentioned in Section II-B, Figure 2 visualizes
some qualitative results for an intersection where paint striping
is abundantly present. Figure 4 shows the road edges after
greedy clustering (Figure 4a and HCF clustering (Figure 4b).
As Figure 4a shows, an important source of noise is caused by
the bike lanes surrounding the intersection and passing under
the roads for the vehicles. This makes the HCF of the road
edges clustering significantly less successful.

Another visual example is shown in Figure 5 in which the
sides of the lanes have not been marked by paint striping
and the middle of the north-south lane has only been marked
for the first 25 meters. The final result is facilitated by false
positive paint striping, e.g. , the vertical blue line in the top
middle lane in Figure 5b. Comparing greedily clustered road
edges (Figure 5c to the result of HCF clustering in Figure 5d,
it can be observed that many road edges cannot be clustered
to significant line features, so that they remain of minor
importance and are consequently removed by HCF.

To quantitatively evaluate the proposed algorithm, we use
the small dataset with 4 intersections including the intersec-
tions depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 5a, but exclude the drive
lines across the intersection. These intersections are located in
Almelo, the Netherlands and Kingston, Canada. The input data
follows the description in Section II-A. The GEO metric [13] is
used for comparison, yielding detections scores for the actual
drive lines. To compute the GEO metric, we split each line in
segments (of say 0.25 m) and match the points of the ground-
truth lines and predicted lines. From these matches, one can
derive recall and precision. Table I lists the results for all
intersections in the above dataset. It is clear that adding edge-
of-road yet leads to worse performance compared to using
paint striping only, due to its noisy character. Interestingly, He
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(a) Aerial overview [16]
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Figure 5: Intermediate results for paint striping and road edges for an exemplary intersection in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

and Balakrishnan [13] perform better by directly estimating
drive lines from aerial images using the same metrics but
a different dataset. Furthermore, Table I also compares our
results with other papers albeit with both different datasets
and metrics, and hence, only give a global indication.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a combination of algorithms
which successfully infers the intersection topology in some
cases. Paint striping is evidently an informative cue with which
we can successfully infer drive lines. However, our research
hypothesis that edge-of-road features would contribute has
encountered issues, due to the ability of humans to smoothly
integrate a-priori knowledge. This mainly applies to the fine-
tuning of the energy function defined in Section II-B1, which
is not yet exploited in our algorithmic setting.

We have started our research with a feature exploration on
junction topology, to create knowledge on essential features
and follow-up directions for finding a good method. After
our research, we have found that it is interesting to compare
our system, but it is difficult to initially select the preferred
method: The algorithm of Zhou et al. [9] simulates driver
behavior to obtain drive lines, while Zürn et al. [7] directly
create drive lines without further comparison. Hence, a more
detailed comparison between these methods is desired.

Besides this, a significant improvement should be possi-
ble by enhancements in the edge-of-road input lines and
clustering. The segmentation can become more accurate by
improving the annotation quality of the road dataset which has
currently noise problems due to projection shifts. Furthermore,
the dataset for junctions needs to be significantly enlarged.
These last two steps are integrated into our current research.
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